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1. Introduction 
KHNP is performing a project to complete the 

Regional Overpower Protection (ROP) analysis of 
Wolsong Unit 2. Wolsong Unit 2 is approaching a critical 
stage in the operational life of the reactor related to the 
Heat Transport System (HTS). In this case, aging factors 
such as pressure tube diametral creep (PTDC) pose 
significant challenges to the maintenance of a large 
operational margin. 

 An enhanced ROP methodology was developed to 
demonstrate margins in the current ROP Trip Setpoints 
(TSPs) and mitigate the downward pressure on the ROP 
Trip Setpoints due to regulatory concerns such as HTS 
aging. With the enhanced methodology, the ROP trip 
setpoint problem is computed based on the Extreme Value 
Statistics (EVS) methodology and the Frequency of Initial 
Core States (FICS) method for the probabilistic 
consideration of flux shapes arising from slow Loss of 
Regulation (LOR) accidents. 

The impact of HTS aging is incorporated in the physics 
analysis through the uniform application of a core-wide 
average PTDC in the lattice physics calculations with 
WIMS. A value of average PTDC is typical of Wolsong 
Unit 2 at 6500 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD). 
 

2. Methodology and Assumptions 
 

The flux shapes in the ROP analysis are generated 
using the physics toolset comprised of DRAGON, WIMS, 
and RFSP [Ref 1]. The geometry of the Wolsong 
CANDU reactor core is relatively complex, with 37-
element fuel bundles in 380 fuel channels, reactivity 
devices, guide tubes, and other structural components. 
The detailed spatial distributions of the neutron flux are 
calculated by WIMS using multigroup neutron-transport 
theory. 

Consistent with Figure 1, the main output factors of the 
flux shape generation phase of the ROP analysis are as 
follows: 

i) Channel overpower ratios - these are used as 
explicit input to the SIMBRASS code to 
compute the TSPs; 

ii) ROP detector ratios - these are used as explicit 
input to the SIMBRASS code to compute 
the TSPs; 

iii) Bundle powers - these are used as explicit input 
to the NUCIRC code to compute the critical 
channel powers (CCPs) 

Figure 1. ROP Analysis Simplified Framework 
 

There are two types of WIMS lattice-cell tables: 
uniform parameter tables suitable for use with the 
TIMEAVER and SIMULATE modules of the RFSP, and 
Simple Cell Method (SCM) tables for use with 
SIMULATE with the SCM option. Additionally, both 
types of WIMS tables can be broken down further into 
fuel tables and reflector tables. The WIMS uniform 
parameter tables are generated with fixed lattice-cell 
properties, as presented in Table 1.  

Parameter Value 
Fuel Material UO2 
Effective Fuel Density (g/cm3) 10.4919 
Fuel Temperature (o C) 687.0 
Moderator Temperature (o C) 69.0 
Moderator Purity (atom %) 99.833 
Moderator Density (g/cm3) 1.08517 
Moderator Boron Concentration (ppm) 0.0 
Coolant Temperature (o C) 288.0 
Coolant Purity (atom %) 99.0 
Coolant Density (g/cm3) 0.81164 

Table 1. Lattice-Cell Properties for WIMS Uniform Parameter Tables 
 

2.1  Rationality Checks  
The rationality checks for the incremental cross-section 

involve computing the reactivity worth of all components 
using the RFSP code to ensure that they are within the 
expected range based on experience and judgment [Ref 2]. 
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The items that are checked included the mesh selection, 
material specifications, end region treatment, appropriate 
region selection in the SCM, and the burnup step size. 

 
2.2  WIMS-Based Fuel and Reflector Properties  

The generation of fuel and reflector tables for use in 
RFSP is done using WIMS with the WIMS specific 
library. This WIMS library is based on the international 
Evaluation Nuclear Data File B-Ⅵ (ENDF/B-Ⅵ) library. 

The generation of fuel and reflector tables is managed 
by WIMS Utilities [Ref 3]. The two main programs of 
WIMS Utilities are PROCS16 and GEN_WIMS. 

 
2.3  Generation of Flux Shapes using RFSP  

The process of modeling an equilibrium core in RFSP 
requires knowledge of the target power distribution. The 
target power distribution used in this ROP analysis was 
reproduced as Figure 2. This power distribution was 
computed with an un-aged WIMS-based RFSP model 
with powers in the seven irradiation zones closely 
matching the design values. 

Figure 2. Target Power Distribution in kW for ROP Analysis 
 

The key assumptions pertaining to simulations of the 
flux shapes are itemized below. 

1. The reactor is initially in a steady state, with 
reference thermal-hydraulic conditions, for all 
perturbation cases. The reactor is operating at 100 
percent full power, unless otherwise stated, with 
all reactivity devices in the nominal position. 

2. Each fuel channel contains twelve fuel bundles, 
and each channel is fuelled using an eight-bundle 
shift-fuelling scheme. 

3. The individual zone controller operating range is 
5% to 90% full for normal reactor regulation 
system operation. 

4. All of the adjusters are made of stainless steel. The 
long adjuster rods are types A, B and C, and the 
short adjuster types are type D [Ref 4]. 
 

3. Descriptions of the Flux Shape Categories 
 

3.1  Steady State Cases 

This category (SS) includes ten cases for average liquid 
zone controller (LZCR) levels of 20%, 40%, 50%, 60% 
and 80% full, with and without bulk and spatial control. 
All of the devices are in the nominal position in these 
cases. 
3.2  Zone Controller Drains and Controller Fills 

The flux shapes in these categories include single, axial 
zone, and zone assembly drains and fills. Additionally, 
each flux shape is simulated with and without bulk and 
spatial control. 

 
3.3  Mechanical Control Absorber Insertion  

There are three flux shape categories involving 
mechanical control absorber (MCA) insertion from the 
nominal flux shape. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

Currently, KHNP is performing a project for the 
implementation of enhanced ROP methodology for 
Wolsong Unit 2. The Wolsong Unit 2 reactor is 
approaching a critical stage in its operational life, as HTS 
aging factors (e.g., pressure tube diametral creep, etc.) 
will have a significant impact on the degradation of the 
HTS system and operational margin. 

The objective of the reactor physics phase of the ROP 
analysis is to perform rationality checks of the physics 
models and to generate input files for downstream 
NUCIRC and SIMBRASS codes.  

Simulation of the flux shapes was completed using 
RFSP version REL_3-04-04PC.  

Bundle power files were prepared for a critical channel 
power analysis using NUCIRC, and the channel 
overpowers and detector ratios results are ready for trip 
setpoint analysis using the SIMBRASS code. 
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